Asset managers of scale give voice to investors and support the economy

Introduction

Most asset management companies are not household names. People typically interact with them indirectly, through a financial advisor, an investing app, or a workplace pension. Nevertheless, the mutual funds and exchange traded funds (ETFs) developed by asset managers have made diversified investing easier and more affordable, and helped millions of people build savings that serve them throughout their lives. These simple investment tools have played an important role in connecting pooled capital with investments in thousands of public companies. Pooled investment helps to fuel job creation and innovation that feeds the real economy, and it provides savers and investors throughout society the opportunity of a return — helping build a more resilient economy that benefits more people.

The mass-market adoption of mutual funds — both those that actively seek returns above an index, and those that track an index — has made larger asset managers more prominent. This has given rise to debate over their role as investors, and their impact on companies and society. Sometimes missed in the evolving debate is the role that asset managers operating at scale play in promoting strong corporate governance, and how they use their voice to advance responsible leadership and deliver long-term value for all stakeholders. Through the practice of investment stewardship, asset managers monitor governance standards, engage with company managers and directors, and cast informed votes on management and shareholder proposals, on behalf of the clients who invest through their products and services. By doing so, asset managers represent the interests of underlying shareholders.

This ViewPoint reviews how large asset managers — those that operate at scale, with a diverse client base and a long-term orientation — offer value to investors, businesses, and society, by connecting capital with investments in the companies that drive the economy. We shine a light on the role that asset managers play as stewards of investments, encouraging portfolio companies to deliver long-term value through sound governance. We close by asking what would happen if asset managers were to take a backseat on stewardship, and conclude that smaller and individual investors would suffer from a loss of voice as a result.
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Key points

1. Asset managers of scale deploy pooled capital into the global economy, and help millions of people build savings that serve them throughout their lives
   - Many individuals and households use asset management products — such as mutual funds — to help pursue life goals such as buying a home and saving for retirement. Institutions — from banks to pension plans to insurers, corporates and charities — use asset managers to manage risk for businesses, serve retirees, and earn an investment return to finance business, scientific, cultural, and charitable pursuits.
   - Simple investment strategies provided by asset managers help savers meet their financial goals in a low interest rate world. Asset managers of scale — particularly those offering index investment strategies — have reduced costs for investors, helping them keep more of their returns.
   - As intermediaries between sources and uses of capital, asset managers help mobilize and connect capital to help businesses grow, creating jobs and enabling economies to prosper.

2. Stewardship activity by asset managers represents the long-term interests of shareholders to companies
   - Strong corporate governance can help businesses expand, and insulate companies from the risk of failures that might harm workers, communities, and the environment. Asset managers of scale help bring the voices of shareholders to portfolio companies, speaking up in favor of strong corporate governance.
   - Asset managers of scale focus on promoting long-term value creation by companies for their shareholders. This is particularly important for asset managers offering index funds, which typically remain invested in a stock for as long as it remains in an underlying index, bringing a long-term perspective to stewardship.
   - Stewardship by asset managers typically focuses on issues that support sustainable long-term performance, such as board composition and effectiveness, executive compensation, governance, environmental issues, and human capital management. Asset managers do not use stewardship to dictate business strategy decisions, which are the responsibility of company boards and management.

3. Asset managers play a useful role as a minority voice in the stewardship of public companies
   - Even large asset managers are minority shareholders in public companies, which must act in the interests of all their shareholders. While asset managers provide important representation for shareholders, each is one voice among many, and rarely carry decisive influence in corporate governance decisions or votes on management or shareholder proposals.
     - The largest shareholder’s vote could have determined board of director appointments in fewer than 1% of elections for companies in the Russell 3000, FTSE 350, and MSCI Europe indexes.1
   - Third-party proxy advisors such as ISS and Glass Lewis, which make recommendations to shareholders on how to vote, typically carry considerably more influence in stewardship than any single asset manager — without an equivalent alignment of economic interests with shareholders.

4. Were asset managers not to fulfill their role as engaged stewards of investments, smaller and individual shareholders would be most affected by a loss of voice
   - Absent asset manager engagement in stewardship, overall voting would likely fall, leading to challenges reaching a quorum for certain votes. Smaller and individual shareholders would be the least able to replicate the broad monitoring, engagement on governance standards and informed voting currently provided by asset managers.
   - The influence of other voices, including proxy advisors, activist investors and controlling shareholders, would likely increase.
   - The stewardship dialogue would lose an engaged partner in corporate governance standard-setting efforts, and the expertise and global insights contributed by asset managers of scale.

1. As of April 2022.
1. Asset management at scale delivers value for society and the economy

Savers and institutions throughout society trust asset managers to invest on their behalf. In doing so, asset managers act as intermediaries between sources and uses of capital, helping provide liquidity to businesses via stocks and bonds, and credit to governments via sovereign bonds.

Companies use this capital to grow their businesses, sustain employment, invest in the research and development necessary for the next breakthroughs in products and services, and build real assets — from buildings, to warehouses, to manufacturing facilities.

National and regional governments use the proceeds of bond issuances to balance their budgets and fund critical projects, such as improving national infrastructure.

Returns from asset management products help the individuals and households invested in them pursue life goals such as buying a home, funding a child’s education, and saving for retirement. They also benefit a wide range of institutional investors, including the insurers and pension funds helping meet the liabilities of retirees or life insurance beneficiaries; corporates needing to cover their payroll expenses and pay suppliers; charities maximizing their capital to fund social, cultural, and scientific activities; and schools and universities using their endowments to subsidize educational opportunities for future generations.

By facilitating this two-way flow of investment capital and returns, asset managers play an important role in contributing to personal financial well-being for savers, and a more resilient economy that benefits more people.

Mutual funds and ETFs have made investing easier and more affordable

Most asset managers provide financial market access to investors through mutual funds and exchange traded funds, which have given investors simple and cost-efficient access to diversified investment strategies. In recent decades, funds offered by asset managers have helped individuals move from owning individual stocks with concentrated risk, to broader and increasingly global strategies.

In the 1950s, Harry Markowitz codified one of the most enduring investment principles in modern finance: there’s wisdom in diversification. The practice of spreading risk and assets across sectors, industries, and companies became a cornerstone of investing in the ensuing decades, and helped spur the advent of index mutual funds in the 1970s. Index funds (both index mutual funds and ETFs, which launched in the 1990s) typically require lower research costs and portfolio turnover, since their portfolio securities seek to track an underlying index as closely as possible, rather than actively selecting individual securities.

Scale lowers costs so that investors keep more of what they earn

A fast-growing fund marketplace has created economies of scale — operational efficiencies that allow companies to pass on lower costs to consumers. Competition among asset managers has helped to reduce fund management fees for all investors. In the U.S., average fees for equity mutual funds have halved, from 1.04% annually in 1996, to 0.52% in 2019. In Europe, average fees for actively managed equity funds fell from 1.56% in 2013, to 1.36% in 2019, with fees for index tracking equity funds falling from 0.40% to 0.28% over the same period. Investors today can build a diversified portfolio of ETFs with fees of less than 0.10% of their capital.

The adoption of index investing has been boosted by an increased focus on fees by both regulators and investors. While the value for money that a fund offers consumers depends on more than price, lower fees generally allow investors to keep more of their returns.

Defining asset managers of scale

The global asset management industry includes a full-spectrum of fund companies that offer both active and index investment offerings, boutique specialists with niche products, and everything in between. Asset managers differ widely in scale, strategies, long-term vs. short-term orientation, geographic focus, and client base.

In this ViewPoint, we focus on asset managers operating at scale, meaning they:

1. are large enough to represent the invested capital of millions of investors around the world;
2. have a client base that includes institutions and everyday savers;
3. take a long-term approach to their investment strategies and stewardship activity, rooted in the time horizons of their typical clients.

We note that many large asset managers offer a variety of strategies to investors, including private funds and shorter-term strategies. However, in aggregate, the typically long-term investment horizons of their clients drive the long-term perspective of asset managers of scale.
People power: Managing index portfolios

Asset managers use technology to efficiently track indexes, but the process is far from automated. Specialist portfolio engineers use high-touch expertise to seek fund performance that closely tracks its index. (See iShares Investigates: Market Indexes and Index Investing – Equity Index Rebalances). While differentiating between active and index strategies is often a useful shorthand, we note that the investment landscape is better understood as a continuum of investment styles, each driven by a greater or lesser degree of active or index management, and a greater or lesser relationship to a benchmark index.

Helping savers in aging societies and a low-rate environment

Operational efficiencies and cost management take on added importance in a low-yield environment. Global central banks dropped policy interest rates to near or below zero in the wake of the 2008-09 global financial crisis (GFC), to help stimulate economic growth. Many rates are now even lower, as central banks manage the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic. These policies have had knock-on effects for savers, who are earning less from conservative investments, such as government bonds and bank deposits.

Combined with longer lifespans, the low-rate environment makes it harder for savers to generate sufficient returns during their working life, to maintain their standard of living in old age. The global population over 65 years old is estimated by the UN to double by 2050. Sovereign balance sheets are under pressure from the GFC, and more recently, the COVID-19 pandemic, while low rates make it harder to meet liabilities. By one estimate, the world is experiencing an estimated pension funding gap of USD 41 trillion.

In response, asset managers are helping savers prepare for retirement in many countries by offering simple investment tools that offer the potential of inflation-beating returns; helping pension plans manage their funding gaps through portfolio management and liability-driven investment techniques; and innovating retirement income products to help individuals move from saving to investing. These tools and products will be increasingly important as many retirement systems develop workplace and private solutions, as a complement to state provision.

“Retirement systems worldwide are under stress and providing financial security to retirees has become one of the most defining societal challenges of our time.”

— Laurence D. Fink, CEO of BlackRock

Mobilizing long-term capital to help businesses and the economy grow

Asset managers of scale — particularly those offering index investment strategies — provide long-term, patient, capital investment. Index strategies generally hold securities for years — for as long as they are included in the index — because they are designed to represent an entire market. A more stable shareholder base helps companies focus on delivering long-term value.

Long-term investors are especially important in the context of crises. The availability of bank credit was constrained after the GFC. As a result, many companies struggled to access the resources they needed to adapt to the new environment. Countries with the deepest, most liquid stock and bond markets, like the U.S., recovered more quickly than those more reliant on bank lending. Similarly, recovery from the economic shock caused by the COVID-19 pandemic will require long-term capital, likely well into the trillions of USD. Asset managers are well-positioned to help connect capital with investments in the economy.

Looking ahead, asset managers can help finance next-generation business and infrastructure priorities, including digital transformation and the transition to a low-carbon economy. Researchers estimate that between...
USD 1.6–3.8 trillion in investment will be required annually until 2050, to upgrade energy systems (from power generation, to transmission and storage) with the goal of limiting global temperature increases to 1.5°C. Asset managers are helping facilitate significant capital flows to related projects, which are expected to create tens of millions of new jobs in less carbon-intensive activities. European mutual funds with a focus on environmental, social, and governance (ESG) issues alone are estimated to reach up to EUR 7.6 trillion in assets by 2025, up from EUR 1.2 trillion in 2018.

By developing dedicated sustainable funds and sustainable investing analytics, asset managers are helping attract capital to the most responsible companies measured in terms of ESG criteria. In turn, asset managers help deliver market-driven rewards in the form of a lower cost of capital to companies and countries that are most responsive to all stakeholders in addressing sustainability risks.

“Capital markets are vital to the recovery, because public financing alone will not be enough to get our economies back on track.”
— Valdis Dombrovskis, Executive Vice-President, European Commission

---

**Leveraging our scale to help more people experience financial well-being**

BlackRock has spent the last 32 years working to help people build better financial futures. Our clients, and the people they serve, are saving for retirement, paying for their children’s educations, buying homes and starting businesses. Their investments are also helping to strengthen the global economy: support businesses small and large; finance infrastructure projects that connect and power cities; and facilitate innovations that drive progress.

**We help millions of people build savings that serve them throughout their lives.**

- We’re helping more people retire securely. This includes investments for over 45 million retirement savers in the U.S. and U.K., through workplace pension plans, and a further 1 billion savers and 300 million retirees across Asia Pacific are invested with us or receive payouts through pension assets.
- BlackRock has a long history of innovation in retirement. We pioneered the target-date fund, an all-in-one portfolio that automatically adjusts for different stages of an investor’s life. Today, we’re developing solutions across the savings lifecycle, with products and programs that make saving for and spending in retirement a seamless experience.

**We make investing easier and more affordable.**

- We simplify investing by making it easier and more convenient for anyone to access market opportunities anywhere in the world.
- We offer choice, so that our clients can have a wide range of options and choose what works best for them. Our solutions empower investors to take control of their financial futures.

**We advance sustainable investing because it delivers better outcomes for investors.**

- We currently manage USD 152 billion of dedicated sustainable investments, including USD 21 billion invested in green bonds, which channel capital into green projects.
- Our investments in renewable energy projects generate more than 16 million MWh of energy, and power over 21 million homes. This includes 270 solar and wind energy projects across the world.

**We contribute to a more resilient economy that benefits more people.**

- We engaged 640 companies on human capital management, encouraging them to improve how they treat their employees. We used our voice to support board diversity, voting against over 1500 companies due to a lack of gender and ethnic diversity on their boards.
- We are supporting opportunity with a USD 10 million commitment to racial justice organizations.

2. Stewardship promotes the interests of shareholders

Strong corporate governance can help businesses grow, create jobs, and deliver value to shareholders, communities, and a wide range of other stakeholders. It can help preserve value for shareholders through the management of risks, including system-wide risks such as climate change. It can also reduce the chances of high-profile failures that destroy value for shareholders and harm entire communities, from the loss of jobs at a key employer, to knock-on effects for suppliers, to a risk of declining local economic activity. In the worst cases, corporate failures can cause environmental disaster, injury, and loss of life.

Shareholders can speak out in favor of strong corporate governance, since share ownership is generally accompanied by the right to vote on management and shareholder proposals. Investment stewardship means engaging with companies and exercising this right.

Asset managers of scale engage as investment stewards on behalf of their clients, by monitoring corporate governance, engaging with company managers and directors, and casting votes on management and shareholder proposals. Evidence shows that companies with sound governance and strong shareholder rights outperform their peers, and that there is a causal relationship between improvements in corporate governance and long-term returns.18

Amplifying clients’ voices

Fund investors typically delegate investment stewardship to asset managers. And, given the popularity of index investing, index funds have accumulated minority ownership stakes on behalf of their clients in almost every publicly listed company. As a result, asset managers of scale are advocates for strong corporate governance across nearly all markets and public companies.

Approximately one-quarter of BlackRock’s equity separate account clients retain voting rights for themselves and use an in-house team or a third party to vote at shareholder meetings.

By monitoring, engaging, and voting on behalf of investors, asset managers can amplify the voices of fund investors who don’t themselves have the resources to regularly cast informed votes at thousands of global companies’ shareholder meetings. Asset managers help ensure that shareholder interests are heard by company management.

More than twenty stewardship codes around the world call on institutional investors, including asset managers, to be active stewards.17 When an asset manager has the authority to vote on behalf of clients, stewardship codes and regulatory guidance encourage, and in some cases mandate, them to do so. In the EU, the Shareholders Rights Directive requires institutional investors, including asset managers, to develop and publish an investment stewardship strategy, or explain why they have chosen not to do so.18

Advocating for long-term value

Asset managers of scale typically focus on promoting long-term value creation by companies for their shareholders. Preserving and creating value through stewardship practice means engaging on topics of governance, disclosure, and the management of material risks that can impair long-term financial performance.

Numerous public sector reports and studies in the wake of the GFC focused on the financial impact of corporate short-termism.19 The legacy of this thinking has contributed to the long-term perspective of the global stewardship codes, and the evolution in stewardship expectations.

Expressing a long-term perspective and engaging actively in investment stewardship is particularly important for asset managers offering index funds, which typically remain invested in a stock for as long as it remains in an underlying index — often many years. Consider that Cola-Cola Co., Campbell Soup Co., and others have remained in the S&P 500 since its inception in 1957; Tesco PLC and others have been in the FTSE 100 since its inception in 1984.20

Corporate short-termism can lead to poor management of material risks, harms to shareholder value, and to society. The long-term capital that asset managers channel to public companies, and resulting engagement between shareholders and company boards, both play a stabilizing role.

Stewardship in practice

The stewardship practices of asset managers of scale usually focus on broad issues such as corporate governance standards, reporting transparency, and ESG, and include engagement with company managers on how they are addressing associated risks at their particular firm.21 In taking this approach, asset managers can promote best practices across industries and geographies, and contribute to policy and standard-setting efforts — in addition to promoting these practices with individual companies through engagements. Asset managers of scale do not use stewardship to dictate business strategy decisions, which are the responsibility of company board and management.

By contrast, activist investors with more concentrated (or less diversified) portfolios often engage in more specialized issues. This narrower approach to stewardship tends to focus on company-specific issues, and may also include seeking board seats, influencing capital management and strategy, or making shareholder proposals.
**Activist investors** are primarily private fund managers who take a position within companies and then advocate for changes to strategy, capital management, and boards. Their portfolios are typically more concentrated in individual companies than traditional asset managers.

Asset managers of scale tend to focus on common topics of investment stewardship, including:

- **Board composition and performance**: Boards have a central role in corporate governance. Asset managers expect board members with relevant expertise and the ability to commit time to business matters. Shareholders may vote against the re-election of board members who fail to meet this standard. Research underscores the importance of board composition. Group diversity has been shown to play a significant role in decision making.22

- **Executive compensation**: Asset managers seek to understand the board’s policies on executive incentives and how they align with returns to shareholders over time. They expect pay to be structured to attract high-calibre business leaders, reward the successful implementation of company strategy, and recognize sustainable returns. In most markets, shareholders have the chance to vote on the board’s executive pay policies, typically on an advisory, ex-post basis.

- **Environmental issues**: We believe sustainable investing will help investors achieve better, more durable returns over the long run. Sound practices in relation to the material environmental factors inherent to a company’s business model can be a signal of operational excellence and management quality. The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), the Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI), and the various regional sustainable investment forums (SIFs) are just a few examples of initiatives encouraging investors to engage with companies on environmental issues.

- **Human capital management**: A company’s approach to human capital management is a critical factor in ensuring business continuity and success. Companies included in Fortune Magazine’s “100 Best Companies to Work For” lists earned, over the long-term, excess risk-adjusted returns of 3.5%.23

Clear disclosure of voting and engagement policies, resources, engagement activity, voting records and stewardship goals help all stakeholders understand how asset managers promote their clients’ long-term interests. Industry codes and regulatory guidance establish the standard for transparency in stewardship.24

### Sizing up the public company shares managed by asset managers

The global asset management industry is highly competitive and relatively fragmented, with the top 10 managers accounting for less than half of total industry assets (see Exhibit 2). Asset managers manage about 35% of global equity.25 Together, the three leading asset managers manage about 11% of public company shares.26 BlackRock manages around 4%, through both index-tracking and actively managed products.27

The assets that BlackRock manages belong to our clients. Two-thirds relate to helping people save for their retirement.28

The money we manage is allocated across all asset classes, according to the terms of an Investment Management Agreement (IMA), or governing documents of a fund. Just under half, or USD 3.5 trillion, is invested for our clients in public company shares.29 90% of our clients’ public equity assets are invested in index investment products.30

While index investing has grown quickly in recent years, industry assets in index-tracking mutual and exchange traded funds account for less than 10% of the value of global shares.31

Some 60% of all global financial assets are managed directly by institutional or individual owners.32 Institutional investors use in-house portfolio management teams to do this; individuals hold shares in individual companies outside of funds.
Investment stewardship at BlackRock

BlackRock’s stewardship team — with more than 45 professionals in seven locations — promotes governance objectives around the world. We believe that companies should pursue long-term strategies that consider the welfare of all their stakeholders and preserve their social license to operate. We exercise voting rights on behalf of clients, where we have authority to do so, on the proposals put forward by company management, and those selectively raised by shareholders. We don’t make shareholder proposals of our own.

Engagement approach

We engage according to priorities published on our website annually, with the objective of building mutual understanding with companies on practices that support sustainable performance. We strive to explain our governance and voting policies and listen to companies’ explanations for how their approaches support long-term value creation. Should we have governance concerns, we often aim to communicate directly with companies. While such meetings are private to allow for open discussion, we disclose the topics discussed on our website.

As documented in BlackRock’s annual stewardship report, in the 12 months to June 30 2020, the team:

- Conducted over 3,000 engagements, in 52 countries, representing more than 60% of the assets we manage.
- Voted against over 5,000 directors for governance reasons — such as lack of board diversity, lack of independence, and compensation. We cast 53 votes against companies for their lack of progress on managing the transition to a low-carbon economy, and put 191 on watch for voting action in 2021.
- Engaged with 400 companies in carbon-intensive industries that represent exposure to climate risk in our clients’ portfolios. Numerous companies have responded to our heightened expectations for better management of sustainability risk, including Daimler AG, Samsung Electronics Co., J.B. Hunt Transport Services Inc., Newmont Corp., Verizon Communications Inc., and Sanderson Farms Inc.

Contributing to global standard-setting efforts and public policy discourse on governance

Asset managers of scale have cross-border insight into corporate governance and shareholder rights issues. Global footprints make these asset managers well-placed to contribute to the corporate governance policy discourse and standard-setting efforts, at both national and international levels. Such activity, often in partnership with other institutions, can help drive the adoption of common frameworks that advance corporate practices.

- BlackRock’s support of the TCFD framework and the Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB) standards — alongside support of many regulators, listing authorities, asset owners and managers — has been instrumental in accelerating industry adoption. TCFD now has 1,500 supporters, including 60% of the world’s 100 largest listed companies. SASB has seen a 3.4 x increase in uptake of its reporting standards in 2020.33
- We support the emerging consensus framework among private standard-setters, with regard to sustainability reporting. We are hopeful that this can be housed under a single global governing body and endorse the proposal that the IFRS form a Sustainability Standards Board. In January 2020, BlackRock’s CEO Larry Fink, wrote a letter to CEOs recognizing that climate change is driving a fundamental reshaping of finance, and stating BlackRock’s support for the SASB standards for reporting sustainability information, and the TCFD framework for evaluating and reporting climate-related risks.34
- We believe that engagement by a range of stakeholders in the financial ecosystem — investors, companies, regulators and others — is beneficial to improving the management of sustainability questions. In 2020, BlackRock joined Climate Action 100+, a group of investors that engages with companies to improve climate disclosure, and prior to this, was a member of the group’s five sponsoring organizations.35

We comment on policy topics through our ViewPoint and Spotlight series of papers, respond to consultations, and submit comment letters across a range of topics including listing requirements, stewardship codes, and weighted voting rights. BlackRock’s policy analysis is published widely — on our website, in public forums, in speeches and in the press — to foster dialogue within the industry and with policymakers.
3. Stewardship by asset managers provides a useful minority voice

Asset managers play an important role in investment stewardship by advocating for the long-term interests of underlying shareholders. However, even those operating at scale are minority shareholders, and rarely have a decisive influence in corporate governance decisions, or votes on management or shareholder proposals.

The influence of asset managers is often secondary to controlling shareholders, where they are present, as well as third-party proxy advisors, who provide recommendations to shareholders to inform their votes on management and shareholder proposals.

Asset managers may be visible shareholders, but aren’t close to holding controlling stakes

Ownership of publicly traded companies in developed markets is diffuse, and the largest independent shareholder typically holds only a single digit-percentage of shares.36 Even asset managers of scale are minority shareholders. They are not generally decisive in determining voting outcomes or board seats.

BlackRock’s recent ViewPoint, Europe’s listed companies: their governance, shareholders and votes cast, shows that European institutional investors — banks, insurers, pension funds, and asset managers — together hold less than 40% of public company shares (see Exhibit 3). Of the remainder, 22% of shareholders are non-institutional investors, such as parent or holding companies, families, foundations, public sector, and strategic individuals; 39% are unidentified (primarily because their shareholdings fall below national reporting thresholds).37

Exhibit 3: Ownership of companies in the MSCI Europe index, by institutional and non-institutional investor type


[Yellow box including BlackRock Investment Stewardship: Resources and reports]

BlackRock’s engagement strategy, voting guidelines, and voting results, as well as annual and quarterly reports on our stewardship engagement, vote bulletins providing analysis of voting decisions on high profile proposals, and policy positions, are available at blackrock.com.


In France, Germany, Sweden, and Italy, and many parts of Asia, controlling shareholders of public companies are often founders, parent companies, and national governments—not asset managers or other institutions. Institutional investors are even less influential in APAC markets: outside Japan and Australia, majority state or family ownership is common. Dominant ownership by non-institutional shareholders dilutes the influence of asset managers. For example, 38% of companies in the MSCI Europe Index are controlled either by majority shareholders holding more than 50% of voting rights or by significant shareholders holding at least 30% of voting rights (see Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 4: Controlled companies in the MSCI Europe Index

Source: MSCI ESG Manager screens for controlling shareholders and their voting rights, using the MSCI Europe index as of 31 December 2019. Data accessed 16 February 2020. Numbers have been rounded to the nearest digit.

**Spotlight on proxy votes**

Most management votes are routine, covering matters such as the reappointment of auditors. Few are contentious or attract headlines. Indeed, the outcome of these votes is rarely close enough for any asset manager to cast a deciding vote. For context, the largest shareholder’s vote could have determined the board of director appointments in fewer than 1% of elections for companies in the Russell 3000, FTSE 350 and MSCI Europe indexes.

Proxy advisors such as ISS and Glass Lewis, which make recommendations to shareholders on how to vote, carry considerable influence. Proxy advisors are not shareholders and do not cast votes, but by one estimate the recommendations of these third parties can drive as much as 25% of certain votes. This is typically many times the voting impact of any individual asset manager. Importantly, proxy advisors are not bound by a specific alignment of interests with shareholder interests.

BlackRock supports the established principle of one share, one vote. In countries where voting rights diverge from this principle, the increased voting power of shareholders that can benefit from this feature reduces the voting influence of minority shareholders, including asset managers. 28% of companies in the MSCI Europe index diverge from this principle, offering either multiple share classes or loyalty shares.

Exhibit 5: The application of ‘one share one vote’ principle and differentiated voting rights

Companies in the MSCI Europe index

While commentators often seek to aggregate the shareholdings of leading asset managers, in practice, asset managers do not coordinate voting. Each asset manager has a duty to vote in accordance to what they deem to be their client’s economic interests. Voting records show that asset manager votes are not routinely aligned.

4. What if asset managers didn’t engage in investment stewardship?

While they are a minority voice in the stewardship ecosystem, asset managers play an important role in advocating for the long-term interests of their clients. The absence of their investment stewardship activity would lead to a loss of voice for millions of investors, and would result in the removal of important advocates of stronger global standard-setting efforts around governance. It would also expand the influence of parties that are less representative of the long-term interests of investors, such as proxy advisors and activists.
Asset managers of scale have resources to engage globally

Asset managers of scale have the resources to monitor corporate governance practices of publicly traded companies around the world. Were the responsibility to exercise voting rights passed to the underlying individual and institutional asset owners, few of them would be likely to engage with the often thousands of underlying individual companies across the globe in which they are invested. The result would be less representation of investor perspectives in corporate governance, and lead to challenges reaching a quorum for certain votes.44

In the U.S., individual shareholders — that is, those who invest in a security directly rather than through a managed fund — typically vote less than 30% of their shares.45 The process is often complex and time-consuming. It requires that individuals take time to form a policy position, understand the context and business impact of a specific proposal, decide, and then vote. Absent engagement by asset managers on their behalf, it’s difficult to conceive of an alternative voting system that would not result in the loss of many of these votes entirely, harming representation for this important investor group.

Last year, BlackRock cast 153,000 votes at 16,200 company general meetings on behalf of our institutional and individual clients, most of whom are invested for the long term.46 While BlackRock uses proxy advisor research as one input among others in our own investment stewardship process, our large investment stewardship staff enables us to engage with companies and develop an independent voting perspective in the interests of our clients.

Neither smaller institutions nor individuals can reasonably be expected to have the resources to monitor, analyze, and engage across borders given national variation and frictions inherent in the governance frameworks of each country. In the absence of stewardship by asset managers, many institutions without well-resourced stewardship teams would likely rely partly or entirely on the recommendations of third-party advisors, further increasing the power and influence of proxy advisors.

Asset managers put momentum behind international standard-setting

Investors would lose strong allies were asset managers of scale no longer able to contribute to global standard-setting around corporate governance. Asset managers have a breadth and depth of insight into governance best practices across portfolio companies and markets. Such insights feed into collaborative work with policymakers, standard-setters, companies, and other investors to promote consistent, yet locally relevant, corporate governance codes and disclosure requirements.

The influence of parties with narrower interests would grow

Were asset managers absent from stewardship, we believe that actors with narrower interests would step in to take their place. As a result, we believe that the outcome of votes on management and shareholder proposals could shift away from long-term value creation objectives.

Asset managers are fiduciaries, meaning they look after the interests of their clients. Other participants in the proxy voting network are not fiduciaries. For example, proxy advisors have no direct economic interest in the long-term value of companies, nor are they required to justify their vote recommendations. The already substantial influence of proxy advisors would likely grow. Proxy advisors such as ISS and Glass Lewis already determine up to 25% of votes cast.47 Their effectiveness in being able to play such an outsize role in shaping corporate governance decisions is unclear.

We also believe that proposals by activist investors would receive less scrutiny were asset managers to be less engaged in stewardship efforts. Activist investors often have shorter-term priorities than asset managers of scale, and we would anticipate much higher success rates for activist-related initiatives.

BlackRock conducts case-by-case analyses of shareholder proposals. Last year, we supported 33% of activist director slates, where we felt these were warranted based on our view of the long-term value of the companies involved.48

Additionally, state-owned enterprises, families, and others with controlling (or significant minority) interests in many companies across Europe and the developing world would also grow in influence, absent asset manager engagement. At times, these dominant shareholders fail to recognize the interests of minority shareholders, particularly in related party transactions, which may not serve the long-term interests of the company overall.
Case study: Scrutiny of an activist proposal

In 2020, an airline faced a proxy contest led by the company’s founder — an activist investor — who, along with his family, controls 34% of the company. The founder had publicly disagreed with the company’s expansion strategy since 2008, and proposed the removal of four incumbent directors, including the CEO, Chairman, and CFO, to force the company to cancel key contracts. BlackRock determined that the proposal would impact the company’s long-term prospects, employment, and have other detrimental economic effects, and we voted our clients’ full shareholding, recalling shares on loan, in opposition to the founder’s proposals.

The decision to recall shares on loan to vote is based on a formal analysis by BlackRock of the anticipated revenue to clients from the shares on loan compared to the assessed economic benefit of casting votes. Generally, we expect that the likely long-term economic benefit to clients of casting votes would be less than the income they would earn from leaving the shares on loan. In this case, due to the importance of the issue at this shareholder meeting, we believed that it was in our clients’ long-term economic interest to vote the total shareholding for which BlackRock has voting authority.

Considering the founder’s 34% voting stake, and average voter turnout for U.K. annual meetings being approximately 70%, the simple majority support (50%+1) needed to pass the proposal could have been achieved with the founder’s votes alone. Even so, the proposals were defeated with 99% of votes cast by independent shareholders supporting the current board.

For further details, see ‘Recalling shares to vote the full position in an airline proxy contest’ in BlackRock Investment Stewardship: 2020 Q2 Global Quarterly Report.

Case study: Representing minority shareholders in a controlled company

BlackRock has engaged with Volkswagen AG’s Supervisory Board since 2016 on a range of ESG topics. VW is a controlled company, with 90.1% of voting rights controlled by just three shareholders.

Despite attempts to encourage the company to improve the number of independent directors on its Supervisory Board, the company demonstrated little progress. In our assessment, insufficient independent oversight of management by VW’s Supervisory Board played a major role in the company employing a ‘defeat device’ in some of its diesel engine cars, as uncovered in 2015. VW faces ongoing legal proceedings, which threaten shareholder value.

BlackRock voted against the discharge of members of the Board of Management serving at the time of the emissions incident, to hold those individuals to account for VW’s governance practices and management of its material risks. We also voted against the discharge of nomination committee members given our ongoing concerns with the insufficient level of independence on the Supervisory Board and its subcommittees.

Voting results indicate that BlackRock was alone in voting in the interests of minority shareholders. This is likely influenced by federal legislation that makes it difficult for minority shareholders in this company to voice concerns by voting. BlackRock continues to encourage the company to provide shareholders with more options for participation and for expressing their views.

For further details, see BlackRock’s Voting Bulletin: Volkswagen AG.
Conclusion

Asset managers help real people and the real economy. The advent of mutual funds and ETFs made low-cost, diversified investing available to millions of savers and investors across the world. Through these funds, asset managers help investors large and small to build savings and financial well-being throughout their lives. Pooled investing through funds also helps fuel the growth of companies, which in turn create jobs and foster innovation. The role that asset management products and services play in bolstering personal financial resilience and connecting capital to companies will be more important than ever in the recovery from the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.

As stewards of investments, asset managers — particularly those that operate at scale — monitor governance standards, engage with company managers and directors, and cast informed votes on thousands of management and shareholder proposals each year. They advocate for the interests of clients who invest through their products and services. While even large asset managers are minority investors, they play an important role in representing the long-term interest of shareholders. Were they to take a backseat on stewardship, smaller and individual shareholders would be most affected by a loss of voice.
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